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By Margaret Nava

Bell Bridge Books, 2010. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****.When sixty-ish Angel Dunn left Indiana for the exotic world of south Florida
in EGRET COVE, she was a lonely aging snowbird with dreams of tropical adventure but no real
hope of new passions. Then she met an invigorating group of new friends, got caught up in some
gently wild adventures, and fell in love with a worldly Italian name Gilberto. Next, now married, she
and Gilberto moved to the wilds of HUMMINGBIRD RIDGE, West Virginia, where they started their
married life by raising goats and battling dilemmas that included Angela s health crisis, Gilberto s
mysterious lady friend and a loving intervention for Angela s hard-drinking brother, Tony. Now, in
MARIPOSA LANDING, Angela travels to the lovely Gulf coast of Alabama to meet Rebecca, the
daughter she was forced to give up for adoption decades ago. With Gilberto s adoring support,
Angela becomes the mother (and grandmother) she s always wanted to be, and helps her troubled
grandson discover the peaceful road he was meant to travel. Finally, after years of turmoil and
searching, Angela fully embraces the powerful faith and joy...
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It is an remarkable pdf that I actually have actually read. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am very happy to tell you that this is the finest
ebook i actually have go through during my very own life and may be he very best book for actually.
-- Hailey Jast Jr.-- Hailey Jast Jr.

It in a of my personal favorite ebook. It is probably the most awesome publication i have read through. You wont really feel monotony at anytime of the
time (that's what catalogs are for regarding in the event you check with me).
-- Juliet Kertzmann-- Juliet Kertzmann
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